Visual multimedia have become an inseparable part of our digital social lives, and they often capture moments tied with deep affections. Automated visual sentiment analysis tools can provide a means of extracting the rich feelings and latent dispositions embedded in these media. In this work, we explore how Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), a now de facto computational machine learning tool particularly in the area of Computer Vision, can be specifically applied to the task of visual sentiment prediction. We accomplish this through fine-tuning experiments using a state-of-the-art CNN and via rigorous architecture analysis, we present several modifications that lead to accuracy improvements over prior art on a dataset of images from a popular social media platform. We additionally present visualizations of local patterns that the network learned to associate with image sentiment for insight into how visual positivity (or negativity) is perceived by the model.
Introduction
The shear throughput of user-generated multimedia content uploaded to social networks every day has experienced tremendous growth in the last several years. These social networks often serve as platforms for their users to express feelings and opinions. And visual multimedia, in particular, has become a natural and rich form to communicate emotions and sentiments in a host of these digital media platforms.
Affective Computing [1] is lately drawing increased attention by multiple research disciplines. This increased interest may be attributed to recent successes in areas like emotional understanding of viewer responses to advertisements using facial expressions [2] and monitoring of emotional patterns to help patients suffering from mental health disorder [3] . Given the complexity of the task, visual understanding for emotion and sentiment detection has lagged behind other Computer Vision tasks, e.g., in general object recognition.
Emotion and sentiment are closely connected entities. Emotion is usually defined as high intensity, but relatively brief experience, onset by a stimuli [4, 5] , Email addresses: victor.campos@bsc.es (Víctor Campos), bjou@caa.columbia.edu (Brendan Jou), xavier.giro@upc.edu (Xavier Giró-i-Nieto) whereas sentiment refers to an attitude, disposition or opinion towards a certain topic [6] and usually implies a longer-lived phenomena than that in emotion. Throughout this work we represent sentiment values as a polarity that can be either positive or negative, although some works also consider the neutral class or even a finer scale that accounts for different strengths [7] . Since the data used in our experiments is annotated using crowdsourcing, we believe that binary binning was helpful to force the annotators to decide between either polarities rather than tend toward a neutral rating.
The state-of-the-art in classical Computer Vision tasks have recently undergone rapid transformations thanks to the re-popularization of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [8, 9] . This led us to also explore such architectures for visual sentiment prediction where we seek to recognize the sentiment that an image would provoke to a human viewer. Given the challenge of collecting large-scale datasets with reliable sentiment annotations, our efforts focus on understanding domaintransferred CNNs for visual sentiment prediction by analyzing the performance of a state-of-the-art architecture fine-tuned for this task.
In this paper, we extend our previous work in [10] , where we empirically studied the suitability of domain transferred CNNs for visual sentiment prediction. The new contributions of this paper include: (1) an extension of the fine-tuning experiment on a larger set of images with more ambiguous annotations, (2) a study of the impact of weight initialization by varying the source domain from which we transfer learning from, (3) an improved network architecture based on empirical insights, and (4) a visualization of the local image regions that contribute to the overall sentiment prediction.
Related Work
Computational affective understanding for visual multimedia is a growing area of research interest and historically has benefited from application of a classical handcrafted vision feature representations. For example, color histograms and SIFT-based Bag-of-Words, hallmark low-level image descriptors, were applied in [11] for visual sentiment prediction. Likewise, artand psychology-inspired visual descriptors were used in visual emotion classification [12] and automatic image emotion adjustment [13] . In [14] and [15] , visual sentiment ontologies consisting of adjective-noun pairs (ANPs) were proposed as a mid-level representation for bridging the affective gap between low-level visual features and high-level affective semantics. A bank of detectors was also proposed in [14] and [15] , referred to as SentiBank and MVSO, respectively, to detect these midlevel representations in input images and use them in visual sentiment prediction tasks. Unlike some of these methods, which are trained and evaluated on datasets with weak labels mined from data, our work focuses on images with crowdsourced sentiment labels.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [16] are enjoying enormous research attention in recent Computer Vision research. It may be argued that the arrival of large-scale datasets like [17] and the democratization of graphical processing units (GPUs) has led CNNs to the outstanding vision successes they have experienced, e.g., [8, 18, 19] . In application to areas where largescale data are much more difficult to gather, CNNs have still proven effective through the use of transfer learning [20] . In such transfer learning settings, pre-trained CNNs are used either as off-the-shelf feature extractors where embeddings are taken from intermediate layers activations [21, 22] or as weight initializers for finetuning to the new target task [23] . In general, standard fine-tuning, e.g., as in [24] , have shown superior performance as compared to using CNNs just as generic feature extractors [25] , albeit coming at the cost of additional training. Further insights on the best practices for the fine-tuning were also developed in [26] , where the suggestions were largely domain-specific and depending on the visual similarities between source and target domains.
Recent work in applying CNNs to visual sentiment transfer learning was explored in [7] , where it was shown that off-the-shelf visual descriptors could outperform hand-crafted low-level features and SentiBank [14] . The application of CNNs for visual sentiment prediction was further explored in [27] , where a CNN was developed for such task, but little intuition for why their network would improve on the state-of-the-art architectures was given. In this work, we pre-train with a classical, but proven CNN model and develop a thorough analysis of the network in order to gain insight in the design and training of CNNs for the task of visual sentiment prediction.
Methodology
In this work, we used the CaffeNet CNN architecture [28] , an AlexNet-styled network that differs from the ILSVRC2012 winning architecture [8] in the order of the pooling and normalization layers. As depicted in Figure 2 , the architecture is composed of five convolutional layers and three fully-connected layers. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) non-linearities, max(0, x), are used as the activations throughout the network. The first two convolutional layers are followed by max pooling and local response normalization (LRN), and the fifth convolutional layer conv5 is followed by max pooling. The output of the last fully-connected layer fc8 is fed to a softmax that computes the probability distribution over the target classes. Our experiments were performed using Caffe [28] , a publicly available deep learning framework.
In this work, we used the Twitter dataset collected and released in [27] , also called DeepSent, to train and evaluate our fine-tuned networks for visual sentiment prediction. In contrast with many other annotation approaches which rely on image metadata, usually producing weak labels, each of the 1269 images in the dataset were labeled for either positive or negative sentiment by five human annotators. This annotation process was carried out using the Amazon Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform (for more details on the dataset construction, please see [27] ). We use the subset of images where there was a consensus across all five annotators, also called five-agree subset in [27] . The 880 images in the five-agree subset were divided into five different folds to obtain more statistically meaningful results by applying cross-validation.
Fine-tuning CaffeNet for Visual Sentiment
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) often contain a large number of parameters that need to be learned, and also often require large datasets when training from scratch. In visual sentiment prediction tasks though, the size of the datasets is usually constrained due to the difficulty and expense of acquiring labels that depend so much on subjective reasoning. A common approach to this problem of small data size is to use transfer learning using information from a pre-trained network trained on a large amount of data to bootstrap the smaller dataset.
In our target setting with the Twitter DeepSent dataset, the number of images available is not large enough to train the some 60 million parameters in CaffeNet from scratch. Fine-tuning is a straightforward transfer learning method applied successfully in previous works [20, 23, 25] . Fine-tuning consists of initializing all the weights in the network, except those in the last layer(s), using a pre-trained model instead of random initialization. The last layer is replaced by a new one, usually containing the same amount of neurons as classes in the dataset, with randomly initialized weights. Training then proceeds using the data from the target dataset. The main advantages of this approach are (1) faster convergence, since the gradient descent algorithm starts from a point which is likely much closer to a local minimum, and (2) reduced likelihood of overfitting given the training dataset is small [29, 30] . Additionally, in transfer learning settings where the original and target domains are similar, pre-training can be seen as adding additional training data encoded in the pretrained network. In previous works, AlexNet-styled networks trained on the ILSVRC2012 dataset have proved to learn generic features that perform well in several recognition tasks [21, 22] , and so we use a similar architecture called CaffeNet pre-trained on ILSVRC2012 to perform our fine-tuning.
As shown in Figure 2 , the original fully-connected fc8 layer from CaffeNet is replaced by a two-neuron layer, fc8 twitter, representing positive and negative sentiment. The weights in this new layer are initialized from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation 0.01 and zero bias. The rest of layers are initialized using weights from the pre-trained model. The network is trained using stochastic gradient descent with momentum of 0.9 and an starting learning rate of 0.001 which we decay by a factor of 10 every 6 epochs. Since the last layer was randomly initialized rather than pre-trained, its learning rate was set 10 times higher than the base. Each model is trained for 65 epochs using mini-batches of 256 images.
One simple technique that has proven quite effective in tasks like object recognition [31] is oversampling, which consists of feeding slightly modified versions of the image (e.g., by applying flips and crops) to the network during test time and averaging prediction results. This serves as a type of model ensembling and helps to deal with the dataset bias [32] . We also use oversampling in our visual sentiment prediction setting by feeding 10 combinations of flips and crops of the original image to the CNN during test. 
Layer-wise Analysis
In Section 4.2, we present a series of experiments to analyze the contribution of individual layers in our finetuning of the CaffeNet architecture for visual sentiment prediction. To accomplish this, we extract the output of weight layers post-activation and use them as visual descriptors.
Previous works have used the activations from individual layers as visual descriptors to solve different vision tasks [23, 22] , although only fully-connected layers are usually used for this purpose. We further extend this idea and train classifiers using activations from all the layers in the architecture, as depicted in Figure 3 , so it is possible to compare the effectiveness of the different representations that are learned along the network. Feature maps from convolutional, pooling and normalization layers were flattened into d-dimensional vectors before being used to train the classifiers. Two different classifiers were considered: Support Vector Machine (SVM) with linear kernel and Softmax. The regularization parameter of each classifier was optimized by cross-validation.
Layer Ablation
It is not always immediately apparent how much each layer contributes to the ultimate performance of a network. This has leds to analyses and proposed improvements in both CNNs [31, 29] and RNNs [33] . In our experiments presented in 4.3, we show how fullyconnected layers, a substantial portion of the network's parameters, affects the performance during CNN finetuning for the task of visual sentiment prediction. In particular, the two different architectures in Figure 4 are studied, wherein the last or the two last fully-connected layers are removed, denoted as fc6-2 and fc7-2, respectively.
The last layer always contains as many hidden units as there are classes in the dataset, in this case, just two neurons, one for positive and one for negative sentiment. Weight initialization for the new layers, hyperparameters and training conditions follow the procedure described in Section 3.1 except for the learning rate of architecture fc6-2. In practice, for this set of experiments, we found we needed to use a relatively small base learning rate of 0.0001 to get the network to converge.
Initialization Analysis
Since fine-tuning a CNN can be seen as a transfer learning strategy, we explored how changing the original domain affects the performance by using different pre-trained models as initialization for the fine-tuning process, while keeping the architecture fixed. In addition to the model trained on ILSVRC 2012 [8] (i.e., CaffeNet), we evaluate models trained on Places dataset [34] (i.e., PlacesCNN), which contains images annotated for scene recognition, and two sentiment-related datasets: Visual Sentiment Ontology (VSO) [14] and Multilingual Visual Sentiment Ontology (MVSO) [15] , which are used to train adjective-noun pair (ANP) detectors that are later used as a mid-level representations to predict the sentiment in an image. The model trained on VSO, DeepSentiBank [9] , is a fine-tuning of CaffeNet on VSO. Given the multicultural nature of MVSO, there is one model for each language (i.e., English, Spanish, French, Italian, German and Chinese) and each one of them is obtained by fine-tuning DeepSentiBank on a specific language subset of MVSO. All models are finetuned for 65 epochs, following the same procedure as in Section 3.1.
Going Deeper: Adding Layers for Fine-tuning
The activations in a pre-trained CNN's last fullyconnected layer contain the likelihood of the input image belonging to each class in the original training dataset, but the regular fine-tuning strategy completely discards this information. Besides, since fullyconnected layers contain most of the weights in the architecture, a large amount of parameters that may contain useful information for the target task are being lost.
In this set of experiments, we explore how adding high-level information by reusing the last layer of pretrained CNNs affects their performance when finetuning for visual sentiment prediction. In particular, the networks pre-trained on ILSVRC2012 (i.e., CaffeNet) and MVSO-EN are studied. The former was originally trained to recognize 1,000 object classes, whereas the latter was used to detect 4,342 different Adjective Noun Pairs that were designed as a mid-level representation for visual sentiment prediction.
A two-neuron layer, denoted as fc9 twitter, is added on top of both architectures ( Figure 5 ). We follow the same procedure as described earlier in Section 3.1 to initialize the weights in this new layer and train the CNN. The only difference with the previous methodology are the initial values for the weights in the second to last layer, fc8, which are now loaded from a pre-trained model instead of being generated following a random probability distribution.
Visualization with Fully Convolutional Networks
One natural approach to gain insight into how concepts are learned by the network is by observing which patches of an image lead the CNN to classify it either as positive or negative. To do this, we convert our finetuned CaffeNet architecture into a fully convolutional network by replacing its fully-connected layers by convolutional layers (see Table 3 .6 for details), following the method in [35] and rearrange the learned model weights from the fully-connected layers into convolutional layers. No additional training is needed for this visualization, only shuffling of weights. Since the original architecture contains fullyconnected layers that implement a dot product operation, it requires the input to have a fixed size. In contrast, the fully convolutional network can handle inputs of any size: by increasing the input size, the dimensions of the output will increase as well and it will become a prediction map on overlapping patches from the input image. We generate 8×8 prediction maps for the images of the Twitter five-agree dataset by using inputs of size 451 × 451 instead of 227 × 227, which were the input dimensions of the original architecture.
Experimental Results
This section contains the results for the experiments described in Section 3, as well as intuition and conclusions for such results.
Fine-tuning CaffeNet for Visual Sentiment
The five-fold cross-validation results for the finetuning experiment on Twitter dataset are detailed in Table 2, together with the best five-fold cross-validation result in this dataset from [27] . The latter was achieved using a custom architecture, composed by two convolutional layers and four fully-connected layers, that was trained using the Flickr dataset (VSO) [14] and later fine-tuned on Twitter dataset. In order to evaluate the performance of our approach when using images with more ambiguous annotations, CaffeNet was also finetuned on four-agree and three-agree subsets, i.e., those containing images that built consensus among at least four and three annotators, respectively.
These results show that, despite being pre-trained for a completely different task, the AlexNet-styled architecture clearly outperforms the custom architecture from [27] . This difference suggests that visual sentiment prediction architectures may benefit from an increased depth that comes from adding a larger amount of convolutional layers instead of fully-connected ones, as suggested by [29] for the task of object recognition. Secondly, these results highlight the importance of highlevel representations for the addressed task, as transferring learning from object recognition to sentiment prediction results in high accuracy rates. Averaging over the predictions of modified versions of the image results in an additional performance boost, as found out by the authors in [31] for the task of object recognition. This fact suggests that oversampling helps to compensate the dataset bias and increases the generalization capability of the system without a penalization on the prediction speed thanks to the batch computation capabilities of GPUs.
Layer-wise Analysis
The results for the layer-wise analysis using linear classifiers are compared in Table 3 . The evolution of the accuracy rates at each layer, for both SVM and Softmax classifiers, shows how the learned representation becomes more effective along the network. While every single layer does not introduce a performance boost with respect to the previous ones, it does not necessarily mean that the architecture needs to be modified: since the training of the network is performed in an end-toend manner, some of the layers may apply a transformation to their inputs from which later layers may benefit, e.g. conv5 and pool5 report lower accuracy than the previous conv4 when used directly for classification, but the fully-connected layers on top of the architecture may be benefiting from their effect since they produce higher accuracy rates than conv4.
Previous works have studied the suitability of Support Vector Machines to classify off-the-shelf visual descriptors extracted from pre-trained CNNs [22] , while some others have even trained these networks using the L2-SVM's squared hinge loss on top of the architecture [36] . From our layer-wise analysis, it is not possible to claim that one of the classifiers consistently outperforms the other for the task of visual sentiment prediction, at Table 3 : Layer analysis with linear classifiers. Results are given in mean ± std five-fold cross-validation accuracy on the five-agree DeepSent Twitter dataset.
least using the proposed CNN in the Twitter five-agree dataset.
Layer Ablation
The five-fold cross-validation results for the finetuning of the ablated architectures are shown in Table  4 . Following the behavior observed in the layer-wise analysis with linear classifiers in Section 4.2, removing layers from the top of the architecture results in a deterioration of the classification accuracy.
The drop in accuracy for architecture fc6-2 is larger than one may expect given the results from the layer by layer analysis, which denotes that the convergence from 9,216 neurons in pool5 to a two-layer neuron might be too sudden. This is not the case of architecture fc7-2, where the removal of more than 16M parameters produces only a slight deterioration in performance. These observations suggest that an intermediate fully-connected layer that provides a softer dimensionality reduction is beneficial for the architecture, but the addition of a second fully-connected layer between pool5 and the final two-neuron layer produces a small gain compared to the extra 16M parameters that are being added. This trade-off is especially important for tasks such as visual sentiment prediction, where collecting large datasets with reliable annotations is difficult, and removing one of the fully-connected layers in the architecture might allow training it from scratch using smaller datasets without overfitting the model.
Initialization Analysis
Convolutional Neural Networks trained from scratch using large-scale datasets usually achieve very similar results regardless of their initialization, however, for our visual sentiment prediction task, fine-tuning on a smaller dataset using different weight initialization under low learning rate conditions does seem to variably influence the final performance. This is shown by the results for the different initializations in Table 5 .
These empirical results show how most of the models that were already trained for a sentiment-related task outperform the ones pre-trained on ILSVRC 2012 and Places, whose images are mostly neutral in terms of sentiment. Because the Twitter dataset used in our experiments was labeled using Amazon Mechanical Turk, the annotators were required to be U.S. residents, introducing a certain culture bias in the annotations. This, together with the performance gap observed with the MVSO-ZH model compared to the rest of MVSO models, suggests the potential of an image sentiment perception gap between Eastern and Western cultures. A similar behavior was observed in [15] , where the authors reported that using a Chinese-specific model to predict the sentiment in other languages reported the worst results in all their cross-lingual domain transfer experiments.
A comparison of the evolution of the loss function of the different models during training can be seen in Figure 6 , where it can be observed that the different pre-trained models need a different amount of iterations until convergence. The DeepSentiBank model seems to adapt worse than other models to the target dataset albeit being pre-trained for a sentiment-related task, as can be seen both in its final accuracy and in its noisy and slow evolution during training. On the other hand, the different MVSO models not only provide the top accuracy rates, but converge faster and in a smoother way as well.
Going Deeper: Adding Layers for Fine-tuning
The results for the layer addition experiments, which are compared in Table 6 , show that the accuracy achieved by reusing all the information in the original models is poorer than when performing a regular finetuning. Table 5 : Five-fold cross-validation mean ± std accuracies for different network weight initialization schemes on the five-agree DeepSent Twitter dataset.
Architecture Without oversampling With oversampling
CaffeNet-fc9 0.795 ± 0.023 0.803 ± 0.034 MVSO-EN-fc9 0.702 ± 0.067 0.694 ± 0.060 One possible reason for the loss of performance with respect to the regular fine-tuning is the actual information being reused by the network. For instance, the CaffeNet model was trained on ILSVRC 2012 for the recognition of objects which are mostly neutral in terms of sentiment, e.g. teapot, ping-pong ball or apron. This is not the case of MVSO-EN, which was originally used to detect sentiment-related concepts such as nice car or dried grass. The low accuracy rates of this last model may be justified by the low ANP detection rate of the original MVSO-EN model (0.101 top-1 ANP detection accuracy in a classification task with 4,342 classes), as well as by a mismatch between the concepts in the original and target domains.
Moreover, the MVSO-EN CNN was originally designed as a mid-level representation, i.e., a concept detector that serves as input to a sentiment classifier. This is not being fulfilled when fine-tuning all the weights in the network, so we speculate that freezing the pretrained layers and learning only the new weights introduced by fc9 twitter may result in a better use of the concept detector and, thus, a boost in performance.
Visualization
Some examples of the visualization results obtained using the fine-tuned MVSO-EN CNN, which is the top performing model among all that have been presented in this work, are depicted in Figure 7 . They were obtained by resizing the 8 × 8 prediction maps in the output of the fully convolutional network to fit each image's dimensions. Nearest-neighbor interpolation was used in the resizing process, so that the original prediction blocks were not blurred. The probability for each sentiment, originally in the range [0, 1], was scaled to the range [0, 255] and assigned to one RGB channel, i.e. green for positive and red for negative. It is important to notice that this process is equivalent to feeding 64 overlapped patches of the image to the regular CNN and then composing their outputs to build an 8 × 8 prediction map, but in a much more efficient manner (while the output dimension is 64 times larger, the inference time grows only by a factor of 3). As a consequence, the global prediction by the regular CNN is not the average of the 64 local predictions in the heatmap, but it is still a very useful method to understand the concepts that the model associates to each sentiment.
From the observation of both global and local predictions, we observe two sources of errors that may be addressed in future experiments. Firstly, a lack of granularity in the detection of some high-level semantics is detected, e.g. the network seems unable to tell a campfire from a burning building, and associates them to the same sentiment. On the other hand, the decision seems to be driven mainly by the main object or concept in the image, whereas the context is vital for the addressed task. The former source of confusion may be addressed in future research by using larger datasets, while the latter may be improved by using other types of neural networks that have showed increased accuracy in image classification benchmarks, e.g. Inception [37] or ResNet [38] architectures, or using mid-level representations instead of an end-to-end prediction, e.g. freezing all the weights in the MVSO models and training just the new fc9 twitter on top of them.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have presented extensive experiments comparing several fine-tuned CNNs for visual sentiment prediction. We showed that deep architectures can learn features useful for recognizing visual sentiment in social images, and in particular, several models that outperform the current state-of-the-art on a dataset of Twitter photos was presented. Some of these models outperform the state-of-the-art with a smaller number of parameters compared to the original architecture. These observations along with others have highlighted the importance of empirical insights and guided sweeps over the space of network designs. We also showed that the choice of pre-training in model initialization can indeed make a difference when the target dataset is small. In addition, to better understand these models, we presented a sentiment prediction visualization with spatial localization that helped further insights into erroneous classifications as well as better understand learned network representations.
In the future, we plan to study other state-of-theart convolutional network architectures for visual sentiment analysis. In addition, we will seek to expand our analysis to larger scale and weakly supervised settings as well as develop models that can learn reliably under noisy label conditions.
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